. The genetic parts list seems insufficient to account for the origin of many grievous illnesses. Environmental factors including diet and microorganisms are also origins of disease. For example, type 2 diabetes, which affects hundreds of millions of people, is linked to a high-fat diet 4 , and this mechanism of disease onset is common to diverse species. When disease arises from a cellular response to a pathogen or environmental stimulus, genomics alone is unlikely to provide all the answers. This view is underscored by the observation that surprisingly similar numbers of genes exist in even the most divergent of life forms. Moreover, while the genome provides the framework and basic instruction upon which the cell develops and operates, the full complexity of cellular life cannot be directly encoded by it.
As indivisible units of life, the cells of all organisms consist of four fundamental macromolecular components: nucleic acids (including DNA 
and RNA), proteins, lipids and glycans. From the construction, modification and interaction of these components, the cell develops and functions. The struggle to comprehend this interplay is the preoccupation of biologists, and more recently those engaged in systems biology. But do we readily take into account all of the components of biological systems to model health and disease accurately? To do this, the basic composition of all cells must be evident.
The physical sciences developed the periodic table of the elements to convey the composition and relatedness of matter. A related construct for biology may provide a more balanced view of the cell and its biochemistry. The four fundamental components of cellular life are derived from 68 molecular building blocks (Fig. 1) . Unlike the genome and proteome, the glycome and lipidome are not directly encoded by DNA. Nevertheless, the glycome and the lipidome contribute to the pathogenesis and severity of an increasing number of diseases, and are usurped by pathogens as receptors for infection [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Scientific discussions that encompass these components remain relatively infrequent in the protein centric world of cell biology. Some scientists lament the 'complexity of the molecules' . Yet our alphabet of 26 characters, let alone Chinese characters, is rather easily assimilated. Imagine a world in which each of us knew only a fraction of the alphabet.
Interdisciplinary education and research can ensure communication of ideas and advances, and will be essential to tackle complex trait diseases. Nonetheless, it is risky for individual scientists to enter into interdisciplinary research. The mechanisms that fund research continue to impede risk-taking behaviour. Meanwhile, the curriculums of universities and the programmes of major symposia rarely demonstrate an integrative vision of twenty-first-century biology. Public and private institutions that design educational programmes and provide funding are responsible for ensuring that the next generations of scientists receive the training, encouragement and resources necessary to engage in teaching and research that can seamlessly encompass all the major components critical to cells.
Defining the molecular building blocks of life provides a conceptual framework for biology that has the potential to enhance education and research by promoting the integration of knowledge. The insights afforded by bridging the divides that exist between disciplines can further moderate the view that researchers must invariably sacrifice breadth of knowledge to acquire depth of understanding. Cultivating this integration would reflect a more holistic and rigorous endeavour, which will ultimately be required if we are to perceive and most effectively manipulate the biological mechanisms of health and disease.
